Our goal: to provide anglers with products that improve their
equipment, experience and comfort.

“As anglers, we know anglers' goals; as engineers, the limits to
engineering and, as designers, the canons of aesthetics”. thinkfish

®

“Today, anglers with semi-automatic reels miss the precision and
distance achieved with reels that avoid line memory. They also value
fast slack line retrieval and feel vulnerable if the drag system has to
work when the fish is reeling off. However, if they change over to
manual technology they realise something is missing” thinkfish

®

®

®

THINKFISH GUARANTEE
Thinkfish® has also gone further in terms of guarantees: "Unlimited warranty".
First two years:
Reel replaced due to any problem that may arise.
Indefinitely:
Free* repair of any problem inherent in the product.
*only associated transport costs
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“Thinkfish has been created from
the passion and experience of
years of fly fishing and from the
collaboration of designers and
engineers.”

BOLD

®

THE FIRST THINKFISH REVOLUTION:
®

After three years of development and tests, Thinkfish presents its first product.

“The evolution in the
semi-automatic reel that
flyfishing anglers have
been waiting for has now
arrived on the market”

REEL

LINE GUIDE

RETRIEVAL SYSTEM

"Large Arbour":
5.9 cm internal diameter and 8.9 cm exterior
diameter to avoid line memory. Capacity up
to an AFTMA 7 weight line.

Made of polished carbon steel:
Minimum friction and less wear on the line
when feeding out and retrieving.

New mechanical technology:
World patented mechanical system with a
three ring-gear planetary drive around the
central axis to multiply lever transmission
speed.

Hyper-ventilation:
An open design provides greater contact
with the air to ensure synthetic and silk lines
dry quickly.
Feed-out system:
Easy, fast and reliable for attaching to the
frame.

Opening in the reel contact area:
Fast and easy line placement.
Elliptical shape:
Optimising the distribution of the line during
retrieval.

Protective covers:
Stop impurities from getting in during fishing,
ensuring the equipment works perfectly under
any conditions.
Materials:
Anodised aerospace aluminium and stainless
steel: reliable, hardwearing and light.

MIXED CONE-MULTIDISC
DRAG SYSTEM
Inertia and multidisc brake:
The brake is deactivated while the line is
being retrieved but activated while it is being
fed out. Fine adjustment of tension ensures
greater control. Possible to use intuitively
when battling with a fish.
6-bearing system in the mechanism:
Improves smoothness, providing "jerk-free"
action and avoiding snapping the line when
the fish snatches.

ROD HOLDER

RETRIEVER LEVER

Saw-tooth, adjustable design:
Avoids bad reel adjustment or unwanted
movement and allows you to regulate the
distance of the lever to the rod according to
the optimum fishing posture.
Safety screw ensures that it cannot come
off the thread or get lost when adjusted.

Ergonomic lever design:
Positioned in line with the rod. Right and left
balance from the natural position in the reelrod unit with regard to the longitudinal dimension.

Movement:
Turns on its own axis to better regulate the
lever-rod distance.

NEOPRENE COVER
Bold comes with a neoprene cover designed
exclusively for Thinkfish®.

